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Wide range of finishes and styles available

Ideal for the iGaming sector with live studio application

Enables tables to be located in areas that standard sized 
tables would not fit

Available for Roulette and Blackjack

Reduced footprint that does not impact the game

Adjustable feet or fixed-floor bracketing

Premium synthetic cloth layouts

Armrest - leather or vinyl with a choice of colour

Integrated electronics, security and display systems

World-Class Craftsmanship

Features & Benefits

With a long history of crafting the world’s finest live gaming
tables, TCSJOHNHUXLEY expertly manufacture each
table with a mix of precision engineering and master 
craftsmanship, resulting in a stunning and technologically 
advanced gaming tables. The collection of scaled-down 
tables have been designed to incorporate all the same 
components as standard size tables but will provide 
operators with the ability to place more tables on the gaming 
floor, if so required.

As with all TCSJOHNHUXLEY tables, a variety of finishes 
and styles are available to match the casino’s décor or brand 
requirements. 

Scaled-down
Gaming Tables
TCSJOHNHUXLEY’s scaled-down Gaming Tables for 
Roulette and Blackjack enable casino’s to have a reduced 
table footprint that does not impact on the game. 
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Blackjack Table

Width
Depth (excluding armrest)

1314mm
949mm

51.72in
37.36in

Roulette Table

Width
Depth

2424mm
1456mm

95.43in
57.32in

Colour Options Available in a variety of colours and finishes

Electronics Options
Built-in cooling fans
Dealer console

Compatible Products

TCSJOHNHUXLEY Roulette Wheels (Roulette only)
TCS Ora Winning Number Displays
Chipper Champ 2 (Roulette only)
Table Game Performance

Product Specifications

Space Saving Gaming TablesIntegrated Technology

These space saving tables are ideal for the iGaming sector 
with online studio set-ups as they incorporate a much smaller 
footprint that does not impact on the game. 

The Roulette Gaming Table can easily incorporate a standard 
size Roulette Wheel and Chipper Champ with the number 
grid taking up most of the tabletop. 

TCSJOHNHUXLEY has always been at the forefront of
incorporating cutting edge table gaming technology and
electronics into traditional gaming tables. From seamlessly
integrated electronics for displays, table signage and dealer
consoles, technological innovation is at the heart of what
TCSJOHNHUXLEY does. 

All sizes are based on 

popular table dimensions, 

but TCSJOHNHUXLEY 

can manufacture tables in 

various sizes to meet an 

operators needs.
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